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The crystal structures of Laz02C03-11 and a novel lithium-containing derivative, “Li-La202C03-II,” 
have been solved from powder X-ray diffraction data. They adopt the Nd202C03-II structure in which 
disordered carbonate groups lie between neodymium oxide layers. It was not possible to locate the 
lithium or determine accurately the stoichiometry of Li-La202C03-II from the X-ray data, and so this 
structure has also been refined using time-of-flight powder neutron diffraction data. This shows the 
composition to be Laz02+2,(C03)1-,Li2, with x = 0.26(l). The structural consequences of the lithium 
incorporation are that (CO)2+ units are lost from some carbonate groups, resulting in the displacement 
of one of the remaining two oxygens, and Li+ cations occupy bicapped trigonal prismatic cavities in 
the oxide sublattice. 0 1989 Academic Press, Inc 

Introduction 

We recently reported diffraction evi- 
dence for a new phase La,+LizO, , which has 
an oxygen-deficient K2NiF4 structure (I). 
Subsequent attempts to prepare a pure 
sample of this phase resulted in the forma- 
tion of a new compound when mixtures of 
Laz03 and L&CO3 were heated below 550°C 
in air. This polycrystalline material was 
found to be structurally related to 
La202C03-II (2), a compound which does 
not appear to be susceptible to lithium in- 
sertion or substitution, and so we have 
characterized the new phase (“Li- 
La202COJ-II”) and La202C03-II by X-ray 
and neutron diffraction. 
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Experimental 

White La20&03-II was prepared by add- 
ing excess sodium bicarbonate solution to a 
solution of lanthanum nitrate. The precipi- 
tate was washed with water and acetone, 
and heated at 530-550°C for 8 days. The 
diffraction pattern of this material agreed 
with the reported pattern (2), and the re- 
fined hexagonal cell parameters are a = 
4.077(l) A and c = 15.958(4) A. 

A lithium-containing form of this com- 
pound (“Li-La202C03-II”) was produced 
when a 2 : 1 mixture of La203 and Li2C03 
was heated at 550°C in air. After 11 days, all 
of the La203 had reacted and the X-ray dif- 
fraction pattern showed that only an 
La202C03-II type phase, with a = 4.061(l) 
A and c = 16.238(4) A, and a small amount 
of LizCOJ were present. Heating La203 in 
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air at the same temperature resulted in the 
slow formation of La202C03-II and no in- 
termediate phases were observed. 

Long X-ray powder diffraction scans of 
flat plate samples of both materials were 
performed for structure determination, us- 
ing Cuba radiation. The pattern of 
La20$03-II was recorded between 5 and 
140” 28 on a Philips PW1380 diffractometer 
counting for 25 set per 0.04” step. The pro- 
file of Li-La202C03-II was collected in the 
range 10-150” 28 on a Siemens D501 dif- 
fractometer with a count time of 16 set per 
0.04” step. 

The time-of-flight (TOF) neutron diffrac- 
tion pattern of the same Li-La20&J03-11 
sample was recorded on the POLARIS (3) 
spectrometer at ISIS, Rutherford-Appleton 
Laboratory, UK. The sample was held in a 
cylindrical, g-mm-radius vanadium can and 
data were collected at room temperature 
for 3 hr, during which a total proton beam 
charge of 200 PA hr was passed. The pat- 
tern was recorded between 0 and 20 msec in 
7-psec intervals by the time-focused detec- 
tor bank at 28 = 150”, corresponding to a O- 
3.2 A d-space range. The spectrum of a va- 
nadium powder was also recorded and 
fitted by a polynomial function. This curve 
was used to normalize the Li-La202COJ-II 
data. 

Structure Determinations and Refinements 

The X-ray diffraction patterns of both 
samples were indexed on hexagonal cells, 
and the reflection condition hhl: 1 = 2n 
showed the space group to be P6Jmmc or 
one of its subgroups. Integrated peak inten- 
sities were extracted by a profile fitting 
method described elsewhere (4) and con- 
verted to IFhk112’s. These were used in a Pat- 
terson synthesis from which La was lo- 
cated, and difference Fourier maps 
revealed the positions of O(1) and O(2). 
However, it was not possible to locate the 
remaining atoms from the difference 

Fourier map, and so several trial models 
were fitted to the profiles using a modified 
Rietveld program (4, 5). The only one to 
give a good fit and a stable refinement was 
with C and O(3) on (x, 2x, f). These two 
sites are 4 occupied in stoichiometric 
La202C03-II. This starting model was re- 
fined for both sets of data, using neutral 
atom scattering factors (6) and anisotropic 
thermal parameters for La. The asymmetric 
002 peak was excluded from both refine- 
ments, and small contributions due to 
LazOzCOrI [2] and Li2C03 were excluded 
from the refinements of La202C03-II and 
Li-La202C03-II, respectively. As it is not 
evident how the stoichiometry of 
La202C03-II changes with Li insertion, we 
assumed that equal numbers of C and O(3) 
are lost from the Li-La202C03-II structure 
on lithiation. This gives the stoichiometry 
La202+&0&-,Lih, which we will hence- 
forth write as La204(CO)1-xLizx for conve- 
nience. x refined to a value of 0.15( 1) but it 
was not possible to locate the lithium from 
the final Fourier difference map. Observed, 
calculated, and difference X-ray diffraction 
profiles for Li-La202C03-II are shown in 
Fig. 1. 

The TOF neutron diffraction data for Li- 
La202C03-II in the range 3500-17000 psec, 
equivalent to sin 8/h = 0.18-0.89 A-‘, were 
fitted by a profile fitting program employing 
CCSL subroutines (7). Neutron scattering 
lengths were taken from Sears’ report (8) 
and used to fit the Li-La202C03-II model in 
P6Jmmc. Variation of the site occupancies 
showed that vacancies were present on the 
O(2), O(3), and C positions and the “ob- 
served” and calculated IFh,$s derived from 
this refinement were used to construct a dif- 
ference Fourier map. This revealed a large 
volume of negative scattering density 
around ($, 4, f), which was taken to be the 
Li position (lithium has a negative neutron 
scattering length), and a small positive peak 
close to O(2) at (0.26, 0.13, 0.13) that was 
assumed to be an additional oxygen site, 
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FIG. 1. Observed (points), calculated (full line), and 
difference X-ray diffraction profiles for the Li- 
La202C03-II sample. 

O(4). The occupancies of O(3), C, and Li 
were varied subject to the stoichiometry 
given above; the values for the O(3) and C 
sites were not found to differ significantly 
and so were constrained to be equal in the 
final refinements. The refined occupancy of 
the O(4) site was found to be approximately 
equal to the number of O(2) vacancies, and 
so the total occupancies of these two sites 
were constrained to sum to unity. Varying 
the O(2) temperature factor anisotropically 
suggested that this atom was disordered in 
the xy plane, and so O(2) was subsequently 
refined on (x, 2x, z) to model the displace- 
ments. Final observed, calculated, and dif- 
ference TOF profiles are shown in Fig. 2. 
Results of all three refinements are given in 
Table I and bond distances and angles are 
presented in Table II. 

Discussion 

The structure determined for La202C03- 
II from powder X-ray diffraction (Fig. 3) is 
the same as the structure found for a hy- 
drothermally grown crystal of Nd202CO3-II 
by X-ray methods (9) and is similar to a 
model proposed by Turcotte et al. (10). The 
structure is based on La02 layers parallel to 
(OOl), identical to those in the A-type La203 
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FIG. 2. Observed (points), calculated (full line), and 
difference TOF neutron diffraction profiles for Li- 
LarO&Or-II, with reflection positions marked. 

structure. The dimensions of these layers 
are characterized by the cell parameters of 
the trigonal La*03 structure, which are a = 
3.94 A and c = 6.13 A, and the correspond- 
ing distances in La20#Z03-II are 4.08 and 
5.73 A, respectively. These La02 layers are 
stacked directly upon one another in La203 
and share planes of oxygens, but in 
La202C03-II, the LaOz layers are separated 

FIG. 3. A projection of the La202COs-II structure 
close to the (110) plane with the hexagonal unit cell 
marked and the f occupied O(3) and C sites shown as 
broken circles. (La/O/C are the large/medium/small 
circles.) The interplanar distances from the X-ray re- 
finements of the La202C0,-II and Li-La202COrII 
structures are marked. 
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TABLE I 
RESULTS OF THE POWDER X-RAY REFINEMENTS OF (a) LarOrCO~-II AND (b) Li-La20zC03-II AND (c) THE 

POWDER NEUTRON REFINEMENT OF Li-La202COs-II, WITH ESDS IN PARENTHESES 

(a) (b) (4 

Number of profile points 
Number of M’s 
sin 9th range 
R factors (%)” 

RWP 

RP 

RNUC 
Cell parameters (A) 

a 

Ceil volume (A:‘) 

2720 2960 1744 
109 121 308 
0.12-0.61 0.12-0.62 0.18-0.89 

8.7 10.7 4.0 
7.5 9.4 5.3 
2.9 2.9 10.2 

4.0755(6) 4.0582(4) 4.0580(l) 
15.957(l) 16.2211(6) 16.2219(l) 

229.5(l) 231.36(7) 231.34(l) 

Atomic parameters in P6,/mmc (No. 194)b 

Atom Site x Y z B’S” Bll &3 Occupancy 

(a) La 4(f) 4 f 0.09570(4) 0.256 0.224(2) 0.336(l) 
(b) 0.09422(5) 0.506 0.438(2) 0.674( 1) 
Cc) 0.0943( 1) 0.55 0.45(4) 0.82(9) 
(a) O(l) 4(f ) f f 0.5577(3) 1.2(l) 
(b) 0.5566(4) 1.0(2) 
Cc) 0.5569(2) 0.51 0.33(5) 1.2(l) 
(a) O(2) 4(e) 0 0 0.1786(4) 3.0(2) 
(b) 0.1804(7) 3.3(3) 
(c) 12(k) -0.0341(6) -0.0681(9) 0.1755(4) 0.25(6) 0.266(4) 
Cd O(3) 6(h) 0.235(2) 0.470(3) : 2.0(4) 4 
(b) 0.228(2) 0.456(3) 2.1(6) 0.282(7) 
(c) 0.228(I) 0.456(2) 0.25(6) 0.247(5) 
Cc) O(4) 12(k) 0.261(6) 0.131(3) 0.133(l) 0.25(6) 0.067(4) 
(a) C 6(h) 0.040(6) 0.080(9) f 2.1(8) f 
(b) 0.058(5) 0.116(7) 2.1(6) 0.282(7) 
(c) 0.0470(9) 0.094(I) 0.25(6) 0.247(5) 
Cc) Li 2(d) f 1 B d ll(3) 0.52(l) 

” R factors are defined in Ref. (5). 
b The parameters were constrained; (b) O(3) : &so = C : &so, O(3) : occupancy = C : occupancy; (c) O(2) : Blso 

= O(3) :&so = O(4) : &so = c :&so, O(3) : occupancy = C : occupancy, O(2) : occupancy + O(4) : occupancy = 
3, (6 x C : occupancy) + Li : occupancy = 2. 

from each other by 2.28 i% and there is a cavities such that C is bonded to one of the 
180” rotation between successive layers. O(2), 0(2’) pairs and O(3) is close to the 
This gives rise to trigonal prismatic cavities center of the cavity and coordinates to the 
between layers defined by three O(2), O(2’) two capping lanthanums. Hence the lan- 
pairs at (x, y, z), (x, y, t - z). The two thanum is eight-coordinate (bicapped octa- 
triangular faces of the prisms are capped by hedron) in La2O#ZO,-II, but seven-coordi- 
a pair of oxygens or lanthanums. CO(3) nate (monocapped octahedron) in LazOx. 
groups occupy the lanthanum-bicapped The positional disorder of the carbonate 
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TABLE II be due to inaccuracies in the x coordinates 
INTERATOMIC DISTANCES(A) ANGLES(O) FROM for C and O(3) or to disorder of O(2) which 

THEPOWDERX-RAY REFINEMENTSOF (a)La202C0,- was not fitted in this model. 
II AND (b) Li-La202C03-II AND (c) THE POWDER The changes in the unit cell parameters 
NEUTRON REFINEMENT OF Li-La202C03-II, WITH 
ESDS IN PARENTHESES 

when La202C03-II is prepared in the pres- 
ence of lithium carbonate indicate that lith- 

(a) (b) (C) ium has been incorporated into the struc- 

h-0( I a) (X3) 2.430( I ) 2.421(2) 2.420( I ) 
ture. The powder X-ray refinement of 

La-O(l b) 2.4480) 2.447(7) 2.452(4) Li-La20$Os-II does not reveal the posi- 
L&0(2) (X3) 2.699(3) 2.72X(6) (X2) 2.593(S) tion of the inserted lithium but does show 

2.899(4) that C and O(3) vacancies consistent with 
La-O(3) 2.55X(3) 2.633(4) 2.632(3) the composition La204(CO)I-,Lit, are 
b-O(4) (x6) 2.14(2) 
C-O(Z) (X2) 1.17(l) I .20(Z) I .336(6) 

present. However, the refined value of x = 
C-O(3) 1.3X(4) l.l9(4) I .275(7) 0.15(l) cannot be regarded as more than 
Li-O(tc) (~6) 2.426(4) 
Li-O(2) (X12) 2.751(4) 

20% accurate, in view of the low X-ray 
Li-O(3) (~6) 2.075(6) scattering powers of carbon and oxygen. 
Li-O(4) (~6) 2.37(l) 
Li-C (~6) 2.196(53 

Slight differences in the powder X-ray 
O( I )-O(4d) I.XX(2) structures of La202C03-II and Li- 
O(2)-O(2b) 2.28(l) 2.26(2) 2.42( I ) 
0(2)-O(3) (X2) 2.012(9) 1.96(l) 2.205(6) 

La202C03-II are apparent by considering 
O(2)-C-O(2b) 1520) 140(3) 129.X5) the distances between the planes of atoms 
0(2)-C-O(3) (~2) W(2) llW2) ll5.3(2) parallel to (OOl), as shown in Fig. 3. These 

Note. The numbers of equivalent bonds shown do not take the partial indicate that the increase in c that takes 
occupancies of some sites into account. Symmetry operators: a: y. x, z - place on lithiation of La202C03-II is due to 
1: b: x. y. ; z: c: -y. x - y, :: d: x - y, x. 4 + i. an increase in the distance between succes- 

sive La and O(2) planes within the La02 
groups in La202C03-II is unusual as each layers, rather than between the layers. This 
CO(2)0(2’)0(3) group occupies one of seems surprising as both the CO(3) groups 
three possible orientations around an axis are lost and (as the neutron refinement 
passing. through O(2) and O(2’). However, shows) the Li is inserted between the lay- 
the orientation of each carbonate group is ers, but may be rationalized upon the neu- 
influenced by neighboring groups as each tron-refined structure (see later). 
O(2), 0(2’) pair is connected to only one The sensitivity of neutrons for light at- 
CO(3) group, and only one CO(3) group is oms allows a more detailed description of 
present per lanthanum-bicapped trigonal the Li-La202COj-II structure to be ob- 
prismatic cavity. Hence, there is no disor- tained than with X-rays. The best model for 
der in the primary coordination spheres of the lithium substitution was found to be that 
La, C, or any of the O’s, although disorder assumed above, and gives the stoichio- 
is present in the second spheres. The gain metry as La204(CO)0.74(l)Lio.52(1). Li was 
in lattice energy from further, long range placed at the center of the oxygen-bicapped 
ordering of the carbonate groups in prisms between the LaOz layers as it was 
La202C03-II would be small in comparison not possible to refine it off this site. How- 
to the loss of the entropy contribution to ever, the large &so value, the long Li-0 
the free energy, and so long range order of bond distances, and the high coordination 
the carbonates is not observed. number for this site suggest that this is not 

The carbonate group in La202COx-II is the minimum energy position for Li+, but 
apparently very distorted, with unrealisti- that the lithiums are disordered over sev- 
tally short 0(2)-O(3) distances. This may eral sites within the cage. Refining O(2) off 
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FIG. 4. Disorder in the interlayer region of Li- 
La202C03-II, projected close to the yz plane for 0 < z 
< 0.56. (y horizontal, z near-vertical; La/Li/O are the 
large/medium/small open circles and C is the small 
filled circle.) The octahedra around the La3+ cation 
and the trigonal prisms defined by the oxide ions are 
shown. The loss of a (CO)*+ unit from a lanthanum- 
bicapped trigonal prism results in the displacement of 
an O*- ion from the O(2) to the O(4) site (marked *) 
and the incorporation of two Li+‘s into vacant oxygen- 
bicapped cavities (speckled). 

(0, 0, z) and the greater precision in the co- 
ordinates of C and O(3) result in a more 
satisfactory geometry for the carbonate 
group than those from the two X-ray refine- 
ments. The C-O(2) bond is significantly 
longer than the C-O(3) bond, reflecting the 
fact that O(2) is coordinated to more cat- 
ions and so is more ionic than O(3). This 
provides some justification for describing 
La202+2x(C03)1-xLih as La204(CO)I-1Li2, 
in order to emphasize the loss of the (CO)2+ 
group on lithium substitution. 

The neutron profile refinement also 
shows that 20% of the oxide anions on the 
O(2) site are transferred to the O(4) site, 
which lies between adjacent La and O(2) 
planes. This reduces the repulsion that 
would occur between two 02- anions on 
O(2) and 0(2’) sites when the CO(3) group 
between them is lost. The independently re- 
fined O(2) and C/O(3) occupation factors do 
not differ greatly, indicating that approxi- 
mately one oxide is displaced from an O(2) 
to an O(4) site for every CO(3) unit lost. 
The apparently short distances from the 

O(4) site to La and O(1) show that large 
local displacements of the latter atoms must 
occur when this site is filled. This results in 
the difference between the La-O(2) inter- 
planar distances in the X-ray structures that 
was noted above, and so the increase in c 
on lithium substitution in La202COJ-II may 
be ascribed to occupation of the interstitial 
O(4) site rather than to the insertion of Li or 
to the loss of CO(3) units. The disorder in 
Li-La202C03-II is illustrated in Fig. 4. 

Although a 2 : 1 ratio of La203 : L&CO3 
was used in the preparation of the Li- 
La20&03-II sample, substitution occurs 
only to x = 0.26(l) in La204(CO)I-,Liz, un- 
der the experimental conditions. This limit 
presumably reflects the greatest amount of 
disorder tolerable to the La202C03-II struc- 
ture, above which the Lao2 layers would 
collapse together to form La20s. 

The insertion of lithium into a compound 
containing no reducible species and no cat- 
ions for which Li+ can readily substitute is 
unusual. It reflects the nature of the cavities 
in the interlayer region of the La202COj-II 
structure which enables some (CO)2+ units 
to be lost from the lanthanum-bicapped 
cages, as the charge-compensating Li+ cat- 
ions can be inserted into the oxygen-bi- 
capped trigonal prisms and so support the 
layer structure. Although this may lead to a 
loss of lattice energy, the equilibrium 

La204(CO) + xLi2COs ti 
La204(CO)1-,Li2, + 2xCO2 

is driven to the right-hand side by the in- 
crease in entropy and the low aerial partial 
pressure of CO2. 

This work shows that it is possible to ob- 
tain accurate structural models using pow- 
der diffraction data collected with a charac- 
teristic X-ray source by profile fitting 
methods, provided an adequate peak shape 
function is used (4). The agreement factor 
(Aplcr(Ap)) (II) between the comparable X- 
ray and neutron coordinates (those of La, 
O(l), O(3), and C) for Li-La202C03-II is 
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0.89. This agreement is very good, espe- 
cially in view of the low electron density on 
the C and O(3) sites. However, the sensitiv- 
ity of neutrons to scattering by light atoms 
such as C, 0, and Li enabled a full struc- 
tural description to be obtained only with 
the neutron data. TOF data such as that 
collected on POLARIS is especially good 
for such refinements, as the high flux en- 
ables a good pattern to be collected rapidly, 
the resolution (Ad/d - 5 x 10e3) results in 
an reproducible peak shape, and the large 
sin 8/A range allows reliable thermal param- 
eters and occupation factors to be obtained 
from the refinement. 
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